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Dream: At the Beach 
by Robin Rosen Chang  
 
They were sitting at the edge of the ocean, my mother and Eve, digging for mole crabs.  
Amphipods. They’re prehistoric, my mom says, like horseshoe crabs. Look at their  
exoskeletons. Like little armored torpedoes. Or drills. Their legs tunnel them backwards  
into the sand.  
 
Eve catches one, holds it between her finger and thumb, examines its tiny alien face.  
Its eyes. Planted at the end of two stalky appendages, next to their antennae,  
my mother said, trying to teach Eve, like she’d done with my kids and me,  
unaware Eve already knows.  
 
Watch out for gulls! When I was still married, one tried to steal a fish right from  
my husband’s hand.  
 
Then they’re looking for tiny coquina clams, shiny pink and purplish-gray ones, each  
with its tiny muscled foot burrowing it, before the next wave. 
 
Like the waves and clams, they washed in and faded out. Appear for a second and then  
disappear— 
 
They’re talking. About something. Blue. Kind of rare. Sea glass, I think she says. Then  
those gulls. Black hoods…slender wings: laughing gulls. Hear them laughing?  
 
The two of them. Bent over, faces invisible. Shrieking.  
 
 
Judge’s comments 
It’s been a tremendous pleasure and privilege spending time with the poems in this category—thank 
you, everyone, for sharing them with me.  Over the course of many weeks, I returned to the stack of 
entries numerous times; the poems I ultimately chose as winners were ones that, in subsequent visits, I 
recognized immediately and remembered fondly—like a few dear friends waiting on my front stoop. 
 The poet Stephen Dunn says, “The good poem alters us a little bit, or is capable of doing so.  
At the least, it moves us closer to what can be known and believed about the world, and our second 
selves (those parts of us which always know better) store such information in the vague repository 
which is consciousness.  We may continue to behave badly after absorbing a good poem, but it might 
be slightly harder to forgive ourselves.” 
 I love that—and love, too, how each of these exceptionally good poems sends me back into 
the world changed for the better.  Somewhat late in the judging process I realized that the three 
prizewinning poems are all grounded in family—our roots, our parents who, if we’re lucky, have also 
moved us closer to what can be known and believed about the world.     
—Jennifer Richter 
 
 
Robin Rosen Chang’s poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Michigan Quarterly Review, Zone 3, 
Paterson Literary Review, Yemassee Journal, Vinyl Poetry, Up the Staircase Quarterly, and other 
journals. She has an MFA in Poetry from the Program for Writers at Warren Wilson College. An 
educator and resident of New Jersey, Robin has lived in several parts of the U.S. as well as overseas.  
  
  




